Colby completes constru ction on handica pp ed ramp s
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Physical Plant workers completed two wheelchair ramps to the north entrance of Miller Library this week.
Unfortunately, only steps lead to the ramps, but AlanLewis, director of Physical Plant, said that Colby will build an
additionalstep-free walkway to Roberts Union that cuts betweenJohnson and P iper and follows along Johnson
Pond.
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Raising hell at WMHB:
The "Major " stirs up controversy
BYJONATHANGANNON
Contributin g Winter .

The Majo r Spau lding Call-in Talk Show is
one of the more interesting programs on
WMHB .The program is a sounding board for
communit y issues, hosted by the outspoken
local celebrity Richard "Major " Spaulding.
"I sing songs and raise hell/' said
Spaul ding. . . .
"I' m providing the only community foru m in the area ," he said. "[But ] it's an enter ta ining show, not just.a hard and fast talk
show."
The call-in show is a perfec t forum for the
Colby community, Spaulding said. "I want
Colb y students to know what' s going on on
their own station. The show features all the
top dogs in the area who student s can call in
and take shots at. "
Spaulding tackles a litany of local issues,
Prior topics have ranged from auto accident
victims to cemetery upkeep to the size of the
slate legislature. This month he will devote
one weekly show to each of the three candidates for mayor of Waterville.
Past guests have Included Alan Burtcher,

f rom Win slow, WatervilleSeniorHi gh School

Pr incipal Eric Haley and David Savage, president of the Mid-Maine Chamber of Commerce.
One of t he most en ter t ain ing por ti ons of
the show is the sing-alo ng to "old-age music/' (his response to the "new age " commonly heard ). "\have guests sing along with
me — they all get treated the same. 1 don't
stand in awe of anyone /' he said.
"It 's like Corn Flakes for the first time f or
t he young people, and t he old people are
t hr illed by the old songs/' said Spaul ding.
Most g\iests "can 't wait " to get on the air
wit h t he "Major ," he said. "Peopl e come on
and have a lot of fun with me."
Always active on the air , Spaulding never
lets the show become dull , even on nigh t s
when thereani fewphonecalls. "I lead people,
I don 't stand there with my finger up my ass,"
he said. "It 's grea t because the listeners don 't
know wha t's going to happen ne^t,"
Spau lding, a rambling , opinion ated man ,
calls himsel f a local celebrity. He claims to
"know everybody" in town. "I' m an outgoing person who keeps abreas t of what 's going
on," he says. "I' m like osmosis - 1 pick up
stuff like a sponge and I retain it."

t photocourtesyof "Major " Spaulding

"Mq)or n Spald ing living up to hi * wild and outspoken reputation at WMHB.
call in and talk to the guests , t alk abou t t he she said , "And he does a service to the com
issues , or talk about anything else."
muni ty as well."
"My show gets WMHB and Colby on the
"You can only play records for so long
'
map/ he said , citing his weekly advertise- You've got to have something else, some
men t s in the Sentinel
thin g local/' Spaulding said, Q

Presidents ' Council meets , tackles
smokin g ban and Stu-Ads
Daughter to Singh and Walker
Nikki Singh and Harry Walker, Taylor faculty residents, have a
new addition to their family. Their first child,Sarah Kaur Walker, was
bomSept.20,at2£5a.m.attheMid-MaineMedicalCenter in Waterville.
The smallest Walker, born with a full head of hair,weighed 7 lbs., 6oz.
and was 20 inches tall at birth. Singh, a professor of religion at Colby,
and Walker, a professor at Bates College,are stillresiding in the Taylor
faculty apartment.
Singh said that she and Walker are not only proud parents, but
proud authors,as well.Singh recently saw two of her books published,
TheFemininePrincip le in theSikhVision of the Transcendent,published by
Cambridge University Press, and a book on Sikhism, in the World
Religion Series, published by Brown Publishing Co.
Walker's book, Theseus and Athens, will be published later this
year.(E.R)

Harassment victims get help

Anyone who has been harassed, or thinks he or she has been
harassed, is encouraged to talk to one of the members of Colby's
Harassment Advisory Group. The group consists of students, faculty,
administrators, staff, and a counselor,all volunteers,who have undergone spedal training to learn how to respond to someone who thinks
they have suffered any form of racial or sexual harassment.
'Thesepeople are trained to respond to problems that are brought
to them," said Joan Sanzenbacher, Director of Special Programs and
convener of the group.
The members of the group will not only listen and help someone
decide if he/she has been harassed,but can take necessary action if the
situation needsto be resolved.
Sanzenbacher said that Student Health On Campus [S.H.O.C1has
added a skit to its program dealing with hostile environment harassment.
"[The skill points out to people that there is more than one kind of
harassment," said Sanzenbacher.CE.H.)

Trustees meet , vote on issues

The Board of Trustees met on Saturday afternoon with a"majority
of the 35members attending. The meeting wasco-chaired by President
William Cotterand Chairman of the Board Larry Pugh 56. Cotter gave
a report detailing the state of affairs at ColbyMajor issues discussedincluded honorary degrees to be awarded
by Colby, the construction over the summer, and the Class of 1994's
choices for commencement speakers.
The Department of Investment voted to reinvest in South Africa,
making Colby one of the first colleges to break with widespread
divestment among colleges in the United States. Cotter was quoted in
an Oct. 4 USATodayarticle on investment by American colleges in
South Africa.
Tr.eEducationalPolicyCommitteemetandapproveda proposal to
make crew a varsity sport. The Committeealso evaluated the International Studies major, directed by Ken Rodman, professor of government. (CM.)

Stud y room shuffle
ruffles seniors' feathers

Caleb Cooks '93, technical advisor to the College for the Phillip
Morr isFoundat ion'sToleranceonCampus program^asbeen granted
two faculty-study roomsand one student study roomon the third floor
of Miller Library to house the editing equipment for the program.
Some seniors , who feel the stud y rooms were unjustly allocat ed,
contacted co-chair of the Student Affairs Committee Jessie Newman
'94, to look into the matter.
The rooms wereassignedby Robert McArthur,deanof faculty, and
Arnold Yasinski,administrative vice president,neither of whom were
available for comment.
"Somestudents called meand asked meto ask [the administration]
why the study rooms were taken from the students/' said Newman.
"I'd rather solve this problem before it becomesa problem ,"
Cooks said he was unaware of any controversy over the selection
of the study rooms in the library. "'In terms of space, Iwas not in any
way involved in deciding on the location/' said Cooks.
"We needed a post-production editing space somewhere in the
library," said Cooks. "The space will be used for taking raw footage
and puzzling it together to get a finished product,"
The rooms will be sound-proofed so that noise from the editing
equipment will not disturb students in the study rooms or in the
carrels on the third floor. Construction will be necessary to soundproof the rooms , but Newman said she does not know when the
construction will take place.
'The third floor is sacred," said Newman. "Student Affairs wants
to make sure that the noise is not disruptive."
McArthur could not guarantee that the film project study rooms
would be completely sound-proof, according to Newman. (L.F.)

A Tribe Called Quest and De La Soul to come to Colby
lowed in the Street of the Library.
Until January,,1994,, no fines will be
Contributing Writer
levied against those caught smokPresidents Council discussed ing, and Safety and Security will
Spike Lee and semi-formals at the ask offenders to put out their cigaSept. 29 President's Coundl meet- rettesor escort them outofthebuUding. Student Association (Stu-A) ing, according to Mateo.
Permanentandtemporarysigns
officers and Commons Council
members heard reports about up- informing students of the ban will
coming Stu-A events and Stu-A be put up and ashtrays will be
business from Marinel Mateo '94, placed at either end of the street.
president, Mike Miller '94, social Thecigarettevendingmachinewill
chair,Elliot Barry '94,treasurer,and remain, said Mateo.
Mateo also solicited names of
Kebba Tolbert '94,cultural chair,as
vocal
students,faculty and adminwell as Commons' presidents.
The most contentious issue the istrators toappear on a panel for the
Council tackled was renaming the Oct. 28 Spotlight lecture on free
Operation Outward program. Op speech and hate speech. President
eration Outward is a reworking of Cotter will appear on the panel in
1993 Stu-A President BilLHiggins' favor of speech codes.
Miller announced upcoming
discussion program, Project Inward. The council voted 14 to 9 to Colby appearances by the bands A
Tribe Called Quest and De La Soul.
give the program no name but to
refer to theeventsaccordingto their Miller also announced that signspecific topics; Mateo expressed ups forStu-A eventswill becentralinterest in vetoing the action, but ized to eliminateconfusion. Tickets
withheld her veto for the time be- will be sold from the booth in the
Student Center near the ATM maing.
Mateo updated the Council on chine and will no longer be availthe smoking ban beginning on Get. able in dining halls. Scott Parker
4. Smoking will no longer fee al- '93,former Stu-A social chair, initi-

BY KATIE McGOVERN

ated this idea last year.
Tolbert reminded the council of
upcoming Spotlight Lectures and
theOct. 17speechinthe Wadsworth
gymnasium by Spike Lee.
Barry reported that Stu-Ads is
"back in business" and will begin
by focusing on local restaurants.
Amy Clapp '94 is heading up the
revived Stu-Ads program.
Barry also told the Council that
the Advisory Committee on Investment Responsibilityproposedto the
Trustees last weekend that the College reinvest in companies with
holdings in South Africa.
Commons Presidents announced the following upcoming
events: Nov. 6 "Night in
Casablanca" semi-formal sponsored by Mary Low and . Chaplin
Commons;Casino Night,held over
Parents' Weekend, by Lovejoy
Commons;Nov. 5Scavenger Hunt,
sponsored by Johnson Commons;
Nov. 1 performance by the Dirty
Dozen Brass Band, a New Orleans
blues and iazz band, sponsored by
Chaplin Commons.
Presidents'Councilmeetingsare
held twice a month and are open to
everyone.Q

Jostens to print yearbook
The books will also be on sale during Parents Weekend, said Fraser.
"Our goal is to get the yearbook
Colby has hired J ostens, a year- out by Senior Week," said Fraser.
book and class ring company, to "Jostens said they could do that, so
print the Class of 1994's yearbook, we want to go ahead and get
according to Melissa Fraser '94, se- started."
The cover of the yearbook will
nior class vice-president. .
The yearbook, which will be feature a color photo of the entire
about 120 pages long and focus on senior class, according to Fraser.
the senior class, will cost approxi- The senior class photo will be taken
mately $40. The books will be sold on Thursday,Oct. 14at noon on the
based on a pre-paid basis only,ac- steps of Miller Library.
The remainder of the yearbook
cording to Fraser. Orders will be
taken in the Student Center from will be black-and-white due to cost
Mond ay, Oct. 25 - Friday, Nov. 25. constraints, said Fraser. "We have

no budget from Stu-A," she said.
A portrait company will come
to campusto take individual semdr
picturesfree of charge.In pastyears,
it has beenvery difficult to collect
individual photos submitted by
each senior, according to Fraser.
Students may submit an individual
photo that meets the size requirements if they elect not to use the
portrait company, she said.
The committee will also collect
candid photos to include in theyearbook.
"I wanttoputinasmanycandids
as possible,"said Fraser.?

, BY LAURA PAVLJ3NKO
Editor-in-Chief

Tues-Fri : 7:30-5:00
Sat: 7:30-12:00
873-1010
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Waterville
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CCC tackles verbal harass ment

Colby end s economic
boycott of South Afri ca
BY WHITNEY GLOCKNEK
News Editor

In responseto Nelson Mandela's
speech last week urging reinvestment in South Africa, Colby has
revised its investment policy and
can now invest in companies with
holdings in South Africa. Mandela
made his request after a multi-racial interim government was
formed and ratified in South Africa.
"It was something that was in
everyone's mind,and it is good to
know that we can help South Africa
getback on its feet and spur American support,"said Elliot Barry,Student Association treasurer and
member of the Advisory Committee on Investment Responsibility.
The issue of South African investmentsand Colby began in 19789, according to Tom Tietenberg,
Mitchell family professor of economics and chair of the committee.
The College originally decided to
selectively divest to use multinational companies as agents of
change in South Africa.

By1985thispolicy wasnolonger
acceptable, said Tietenberg. The
situation in South Africa worsened,
so Colby decided to divest all investments in companies that had
South Africain holdings. About one
hundred companies were included
in this category, said Tietenberg.
Theissue of investmentin South
Africa was tabled until last year.
AssociateProfessorof Government
and Director of InternationalStudies Ken Rodman issued a report
outlining Colby's options in South
Africa in response to the release of
Nelson Mandela and many other
positive events in South Africa.
However, the politicalchanges did
not to warrant re-investment, according to Rodman.
Last week,inresponseto Nelson
Mandela'scallformoreinvestments
to help foster a strong new South
Africa, the Advisory Committeeon
Investment Responsibility met
again to discuss re-investment. A
campus-wideforum supported the
Committee's decision to advise reinvestment. The Committee has
since drafted a new policy to reinvest,according to Rodman.

BY ELIZABETH HERBERT
Asst. News Editor

The new policy reads, The
AdvisoryCommitteeonlnvestment
Responsibility recommends supporting theNelsonMandelacall for
the eliminationof sanctions by taking two specific actions: 1) removing all South Africa-related constraints on investment choices by
Colby portfolio managers and 2)
issuing a press releaseannouncing
the Colby decision."
"Itseemsto methatthisisclearly
an idea whose time has eome,"said
Tietenberg. 'The state in South Africa has clearly changed, and thisis
a cause for celebration."
"Normalizing economic relations would best secure transition
to a majority rule," said Rodman.
"My first emotional response
was 'no!' " said Cicely Finley '94„
who spent last semester in South
Africa. But, "when you look at the
changes in South Africa, realistically, why else would you withhold?"
Finleyagrees with Colby'sdecision. Colby has reached the goalsit
set when it placed sanctions on
See SOUTH AFRICAon page 8

The Campus CommunityCommitteereviewed Colby'spolicyconcerning harassmentand theright to
freespeechduringlastweek'smeeting. Although the subject was not
debated, President William Cotter
and Director of Special Programs
Joan Sanzenbacher tried to clarify
thedistinctionbetween harassment
and free speech on a college campus.
"The right to free expression is
themost fundamental commitment
to education, but we are a community,"said Cotter. "We needto create an atmosphere where everyone
is comfortable."
Defining harassmentin theclassroom poses somedifficultly,according to the Harassment Policy and
Complaint Procedures handbook.
"The line between freedom of
expression and harassment is not a
bright line," said Cotter, who recently had an article published in
the Nieman Report,a Harvard University publication. In the report,
Cotter emphasized the responsibility of liberal arts collegesto enforce
speech codes that prohibit verbal
harassment.
Colby'sstatement on free speech
in the handbook admits that most

^^^^^^^^

students will be "disquieted" by
certain ideas at one time, but that
no student should be harassed or
singled out.
"In the classroom, texts, ideas,
values, and objects should be presented so as to elicit the fullest possible critical and emotional responses,"according to one passage.
"It seemsunlikely that any student
could passthrough the educational
process without confronting uncomfortable moments and ideas
ihat aredisquieting.While students
must expect to be challenged, they
also have the right to participate in
the classroom without being harassed or intimidated."
"This Ipolicyl does not mean we
cannot take up controversial issues," said Cotter.
Sanzenbacher discussed various
options for victims of harassment
and mentioned the Harassment
AdvisoryGroup, which is made up
of faculty, students,administrators,
staff members,and a counselor.The
Student Handbookemphasizesthat
"those who are not sure if their
experiencewasactually harassment
should talktoa memberof thegroup
to resolve their doubts."
"It is imjJbrtant for everyone at
Colby know that they are protected
under this policy," said
Sanzenbacher. ?
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ft Miss Plum ' s Ice Cream
(Maine 's Best Homemade )
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•Herbs
•Vitamins & Minerals
-Natural Skin Care Products
•Sports Nutrition Products
'Health y Snack Foods
•Diet Products
10% Student discount when you
present your Colby I.D.

Iri sh facul ty re sident
teaches Colby Span ish
BY JOSH MORRIS
Contributing Writer

Alison Maginn began to like
Spanish at age sixteen while at
school in Belfast,Northern Ireland.
Her continued interest in the language brought her to America and
to Colby, where she enjoys teaching and living on campus.
In high school Maginn's favorite subjects were Spanish, French
and geology. She enjoyed reading
the poetryof FedericoGarcia Lorca,
a Spanish dramatist and poet.
"I wanted to be able to read
more literature in Spanish," she
said,and "1knewlwanted to teach."
In 1980Maginn entered theUniversity of Ulster at Coleraine to study
Spanish and French.
During summer most students
went to Europe to work, and so did
Maginn. One summer she picked
peaches in southern France, and
twoothers shewasanannyin Spain,
where she lived with a family and
learned Spanish. "It was a wonderful way to brush up my Spanish.
You learn quickly with children,"
said Maginn.
In 1982 Mag inn met John
O'Neill, who was also studying
Spanish at Coleraine. After graduating, they married, had their

photocourtesyof AlisonMaginn
AllisonMaginn with her husband John O'Neill and their
daughter Hannah.
daughter Hannah, lived in Belfast took jobs at Colby.
O'Neill also teaches at Colby,
for a year,took odd jobs and taught
part time. They looked for an area specializing in Romance philology.
with a strong demand for Spanish He is directing the Colby in
and chose the U.S. The move to Cuernavaca program this fall.
For recreation -Maginn likes
Madison, Wisconsin, was not diffimusicand movies,and,likeQNeill,
cult.
"The only images we had were enjoys volleyball.In Ireland Maginn
the movies," Maginn said, "We played camogie, which is the
thought it would be very fast- Women'sversion of hurling,aGaelic
paced...It was a pleasant surprise sport. "If you don't mark anoppoto experience American friendli- nent properly you could get your
ness." Maginn and O'Neill studied head split open," she says, but "as
at Madison until 1992, when they SeeMAGINN on p a g e8
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Ssiviiig Colby ener gy
BY DAVID HOLTZMAN
Features Editor

and MELISSA KIM

7 Contributing Writer

The Environmental Council is
busy around campus trying to improve students' standards of living.
According to Darrell Sofield '95,
the Council is planning a campaign
called "Cool the Current" which
willencourageenergy-saving practices. The goal is not to stress "saving the environment,but making it
a human thing." The amount of
money that could be saved is 'limitless," he said.
"Wespentover$900,000onelectricityand over $400,000 on heating
oil last year,"he said. 'It's not that
we'reoverspending, but priceskeep
going up."
He said the Council wants students to understand how the heaters in their rooms work so they can
turn them on or off themselves.
"There should be an alternative to
opening the window in January
I when the heat is too high]," he
said.
Under the current system,
changing the heat requires asking
Physical Plant for help, and that
often takes days or even weeks,
according to Sofield .
Alan Lewis,director of physical
plant, said the recently completed
central heating plant should save
up to $70,000 a year on heat.

"I doubt students a>uld have a
similar impact,"he said. "But if yon
reducethetemperaturefivedegrees
across campus, you'll save $20,000
in a year."He said storm windows
left open during the ^winter and
objects .blocking heaters waste a
great deal of heat.
Another aim of the Council is to
reduce the use of lighting. The
Council is planning to make new
stickers reminding students and
faculty to turn out thelights.Sofield
said he wants Safety and Security
to turn off lights in academic buildings at night when no one is using
them.
At the Activities Fair in early
September, the Council offered
"low-flow" light bulbs for sale.
Sofield said thebulbsare well worth
the$8cost. "IntwoyeaistheyTlpay
for themselves and last 10 times as
long as [ordinary] bulbs." V
"AH the appliances in the rooms
usea lot of electricity,", said Lewis.
"But [leaving lights on] is a sin.
They are the majority of the power
"
cost."
.v7 • ' ¦¦¦- :¦ ¦/ ¦ . . .
The Council is pursuing other
projectsaswell,includingrecycling
magazines, batteries and plastic
containers. The council will also
encourage people; to us>e large
glasses or mugs in the dining halls
to save water, according to Sofield .
"The bottom line is, these costs
affect tuition," said Lewis.
Sofield said that saving in the
area of energy might mean more
moneysfor clubsD
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TOP TEN REASONS FOR EATING AT LEGENDS
10. Free Delivery *
5. No MSG
9. 10% Discount (Sun-Thur) » 4. No add ed salt
8. Cooked in pure veg. oil 3. 140 item menu
7. We cater
2. Great taste
6. Exotic drink s & cocktails 1. We don't sell pizza
BREAK THE PIZZA HABIT
I
CALL
TRY THE BEST TASTING
877-7644
P^Vc^ Oii
AUTHENTIC CHINESE FOOD
IN WATERVILLE
| CjWffiK^
• Discount applies to dine in only
No Added Salt
* 10.00 minimum w/last delivery 15 minutes til closing
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What yoii see is the famous zipi-iili zip-out Interchan ge
Systenf that has made the Bugaboo™ America 's favorite
ski parka. Featuring Radial Sleeves;™ 100% nylon
Bergundtal Cloth™ outershell ; zip-out MTR Fleece™
liner with knit collar ; hook and loop cuffs; spapciosed, front storm flap; fronj,, zipper-closed
security pockets ; arid elastic Waist. '
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Off The Hill

Homecuts
helps the Dana
grooming
market

BY ELIZABETH HERBERT
Asst. News Editor and
JONATHAN CANNON
Contributing Writer

BYALISAMASSON
Contributing Writer

Lately, Dana dwellers in need
of a haircut have been staying in
theirresidencehallinstead of venturing to downtown Waterville.
Lured by signs posted up all over
the hall, they havebeen frequenting Dana 103, a.k*i. "Homecuts."
Lars White '94, founder and
chief stylist at Homecuts, began
cutting hair when he and his
youngerbrother cut each other's
hair during summer vacations.
Eventually White began grooming his roommates and friends.
His friendssaid he wassogood he
should start charging a fee, and
White opened up "Homecuts."
His signs in Danaclaim he can
cutallsortsof hair types and styles:
Echo photobpKirstenEckard
Asian, straight, curly, brown, Lars White '94 , professional hair stylist, operates out of Dana.
blonde, and black.
White doesno perms and uses cutno colorings, however.
White is a little nervous about work out. So far; this part-time
At a mere five dollar donation giving his first women's haircut on job is good enough. 'It's a good
per cut, White has already had Sunday,but he'sa professional and wiay to meet people, especially
first-years/' he said. If interested,
can handle it, he said.
over ten satisfied customers.
White denied any future plans stop by hisroom or call x4359 for
"It'is tremendous! On a scale
from 1to 10,1give it an 8.5/' said for a full-time career in hairdress- an appointment. "HomeCuts"
TonyRosenfeld '95of his newhair- ing, even if a/Colby degreedoesn't could be the place for youQ

VIRGINI A MILITARY INSTITUTE
The all-male, state-funded Virginia Military Institute (V.M.I.) has
taken over a women's military program at a neighboring college to
comply with a Federal court order,according to an article in the Sept.27
NewYork Times.
The program, called Virginia Women's Institute for Leadership,will
be centered at Mary Baldwin College in Richmond. Females will participate in joint exercises with V.M.I/s cadets, use its obstacle course, and
follo w an extensive military training program.
Aiumni have spent millions tryingto fightintegration,saying V.M.I/s
unique experience is due to its all-male environment. Former State
Senator Emilie F. Miller, who introduced bills to make V.M.I. coeducational, called the school's plan "separate and unequal." The Justice
Department has further hearings scheduled for Jan. 6.
TULANE UNIVERSITY
According to the Sept. 10TulaneHullabaloo,students are rejoicing over
the newly opened on-campus parking garage, which adds over 820
desperately needed spaces. "The increasein spaces is wonderful,but the
price is astronomical," said junior Rebecca Mandal.
Student parking passes have jumped from $65 to $250 per year.
Facultyand some staff permits cost $300.
The school expects to raise prices again next year to help fund the
garage, which also features a state-of-the-art security system.
UNIVERSITY OFMAINE AT ORONO
"Police Look To Expose Flasher"was the headline of the Sept. 20 issue
of the MaineCampus ."University police are on the lookout for a man who
wantsto be seen,but not by the law,"said the article. Six women,in three
separate incidents, have reported witnessing a man expose himself on
campus.
William Laughlin, an investigator for the University of Maine Police
Department said, "From time to time,at least once a year,we get a rash of
See OFF THE HILLon p a g e6
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OFF THE HILL, continued f r o mpage 5
theseincidents." Laughlin said the man may be "more together than the
other Iflashers] who would do it just on impulse."
Police have a partial description of the man but no suspects.
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
University officials dismissed disciplinary proceedings against nine
black students who confiscated all copies of the student newspaper last
spring.
The students said they were protesting what they considered a racist
slant of the Daily Pennsylvanian, and specifically complained about a
student writer who used his column to attack the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. and what the columnist saw as the University's preferential
treatment of blacks in admissions and disciplinary procedures.
"Mistakesby students must be seen more as opportunities for education than as occasions for punishment," said Prof. Howard Arnold, a
facultyjudicial officer explaining what has turned out to be an embarrassingepisodeinvolvingthe University's handling of racial tensions and free
speech on campus.
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA
A senior biology major died on campus recently after being struck by
lightning. Christina Barnett had been at an orientation event for new
students and was returning to her residence hall just after 10 p.m. when
she was hit.
The incident was freakish, said campus officials. Barnett was struck
less than ten yardsfrom the door oi her dormitory,which is surrounded
by trees and other buildings.
OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY
A speakinginvitation addressed to former Vice President Dan Quayle
has made life uncomfortable for officials at Old Dominion University.
Some students have complained that Quayle's $12,500 speaking fee
could bebetter spent on reducing tuition,while others are not enthusiastic
about playing host to one of the flag bearers for America's conservative
movement.
Universityofficials,however, say that Quayle is a bargain. They say he
is being paid without the aid of tuition or tax dollars, and "listening to a
wide range of philosophical perspectives is part of what college is all

Waterville Rouse of Mna
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Yearbook Associates will be here to take your individual personal
picture for the 1994 Yearbook. It's your only chance and
it's Free, No Cost, No Money !
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Operation: Outward
suffering identity crisis
BYROSA CHAKG
Contributing Writer

holding," mandatory event that it
was last year.
"It's strictly voluntary," said
Mateo, who hopes people will
come because they are genuinely
interested and not becausetheyare
forcedProject Inward was conceived
by last year's Stu-A president.Bill
Higgins '93, who felt it would be
helpful for the entire student body
to examine issues such as racism,
sexism and homophobia.
"Theconcept was a good idea,"
said Mateo. The biggest problem

First it was Project Inward,then
Operation Outward. Now it
was
it
does not have a name, but the
President's Council is organizing a
campus-wide discussion on religious tolerance for Oct. 28.
A panel of two students, two
faculty members and two staff
members will discuss the issue in
the Page Commons room.
Student Association President
Marinel Mateo '94 said that this
year'sproject willnot be the "hand- See OUTWARDon p a g e9

WE NEED YOUR HELP!

Echo p hotoby Cina Wertheim

Curator of the Salt Center for Documentary Field Studies discusses feature art work.

•Mid-Maine Interfaith Shelter (Homeless)
•ARC (Adults Reading to Children)
•Boys & Girls Club
•Tuesday Pet Therapy
•Klearv iew Manor (Mentally Retarded and
Hand icapped Youths)
•Even ing Sandw ich Program
•Mid-Maine Hospital

Photo documenta ries at art museum
BY DAVID HOLTZMAN
Features Editor

An exhibit of photographs and documentary writing by students at the Salt Center for Documentary
Field Studies in Portland .is now on display at the
Museum of Art through Oct. 13.
Participants in the study were asked to choose a
topic of their own "with an emphasis on their home
environment," said Pamela Wood, director of the

If you would like to help out , please contact
Tonya at the Colby Volunteer Center , X3442.

program.
One student took p hotographs of the broccoli
harvest in Aroostook County,Maine, and accompanied it with documentary text. The text describes
how migrant workers come to the area each year.
The participants in the study are from across the
United States and are majoring in various subjects,
Wood said.
The exhibition will travel to Smith College and
two schools in Boston after Oct. 13.Q
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Right no^ you can get substantial savings on these Macintosh * see just how affordable a Macintosh can be, visit your Apple Campus
personal computers. Youcan also get special student financing with Reseller today,And discover the power more college students Jl
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You Know Whose Pub
has supported the Colby
Community since 1970.
Now we need your support .
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Please don 't forget to register to vote.
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There will be an openhouse at The Safari Bar on
Thursdsay, October 21 for
people interested in skiing
at Sunday River this year.
If you have any questions
or would like information
about purchasing a season's
pass or a college student
discount card, please
contact:

Chris Lohman
x4911
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Call J B at Ext . 4456

Fi*om the
Echo archives

Enjoy autumn before the snow...

Strict
regulations,
1961-style
BY DAVID HOLTZMAN
Features Editor

KateAdams*94 tries to block a pas sduring ultimate frisbee,
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An editorial in the May 5, 1961
issue of the Colby Echo criticized
Colby's rules on social gath erings
as being much too strict. It was
nearly impossible, it said, for men
and women to get together , "even
ifjust to talk!"
Certain rules were designed to
discour age meetin gs. The library
stacks and some study rooms were
closed in the evenings because of a
fear student s would take advantage of them for purposes other
than study ing.
Women had to be in their dorms
by 10:30 p.m. on weekni ghts. In
their dorms they were safe, but
they had little hope of getting any
studying done.
Worst of all, perha ps, was the
"'social form/' similar to today 's
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Young Americans have a long¦
of backin g up their social statements
with action .With their voice, with their
vote , with their dollars.

Goodwill Industries has a long
tradition of providing comprehensiv e
rehabilitation services to people with
disabilities. Services tha t are funded
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Miss Maine
1955

BYALISA MASSON
Contributing Writer

Duringthe summer of 1955, two
Colby sophomores,JaniceVaughan
and Betty Bubar , journeyed to
Skowhegan to par ticipate in the
Miss Maine contest.
¦i: In the talent competition, both
girls did readings. Bubar read "The
CiMivicfs Little Girl " an d Vaughan
read , "Street Scene." After reaching
the finals, both were asked the following questions: "Do you think a
woman would mak e a good vicepresident of the United States and
why? In your opinion, what was
thegreatest news event in the world
d urin g the past year? Do you think
a woman should havea collegeeducation even though she is not prepar ing f or a sp ecif ic career ?"
After being judgedon poise, talent, beauty, personality, and the
evcning gownandbathing suit competitions, Bubar was chosen as f ir st
runn er-up and Vaughan was
crowned Miss Maine.
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party forms. These had to be filed
on the Monday precedin gan event,
which usually meant five days in
advance.
The forms, as well as chaperon.es, were required for not just
parties , but for "any gathering of
men and women in the dorms."
Thus both studying and fraternizing were inhibited , the Echo editorial said. It asked whether the
college was in the business of being
an educational institution or a
"guardian of youths ' morality. "
Education should come f ast, it
said, and added that the college
should remember it was dealin g
with youn gadults , not young; children.
"...Individuals are not likely to
significantly alter their ideas or actions because of rules or 'morality
breakfasts /" said the article.
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Beginning October 18th , gou can enj og this totally unique shopping experience
right here in Waterville. Goodwill offers qualit y , recycled clothin g and
household item s at prices you won 't believe!
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Is Spike Lee education or entertainment?
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LETTERS AND OPINIONS POLICY
The Editorial is the official opinion of the paper. The other opinions expressed on this page are
not necessarily the views of The Colby Echo or its staff.
The Colby Echo encourages letters from its readers , especiall y those within the immediate
community. They should not exceed 200 words.
Letters to the Editor shou Id be typed. Letters to the Editor must be signed and include either
an address or a phone number. For publication on Thursda y, letters must be received by The
Colby Echo no later than 8 p.m. Monday evenin g of the same we*k.
The Colby Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.

Moosenet lookin g good
/r

Last Week on Mubsenet,Colby substituted the Spotlight Lecture
ofo gays mthe jnilitary ior Vanna Wfti *e <m$ the Wheel oi£Qjtoe*
tmM aw. t makeittoIhe even t
Meiabets<*f tb#0*Itoy.^
in pettttt* watched:it an Momet\tt in nearly every building on
campus.Ferstudentswho<Joi_ot havetimetn go to tlie wholefeefcpre,
c^chingAffiwrninutesof it while scarfingdawna^ndwichis a great
wayto keep up withih*?week's topic. Last week, students,,glued to
the monitorcheeretiand booed along wiu\thecrowd in the chapel.
TH. ability £<_ dlistiibute such 4nfopnatitan is one of the prime
benefits to com^ out df the campuscable system,which provided the
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When I first found out Spike Lee was coming to Colby, I was excited to hear that such a well known and
controversialspeaker was coming to campus. I felt this would provffle Colby students with an opportunity to
question and listen to a man who has help shape the recent social agenda. Here is a black male whose movies and
opinions get white, middle-classAmerica to takea good look at society. Here is a person who is causing people
to think and react! Like him or not, agree with his opinions or disagree with his ideology, Mr. Lee's visit is an
educational opportunity for Colby.
Unfortunately, education does not seem to be the purpose of Mr. Lee's visit. Instead, it seems that Stu-A is
treating it as entertainment. They are going to charge me $5 to hear Spike Lee speak — not to mention the $13
they will charge Waterville residents. Is Stu-A, trying to tell me that Mr. Lee has the same educationalvalue as
a comedian or A Tribe Called Quest? I certainly hope not!
Colby's administration professes to support a diversity of ideas and opinions on campus. From President
Cotter all the way down to Marinel Mateo, they say they want to create an atmosphere of greater tolerance and
openness in the community. In many ways, they have done this by the diversity of speakers brought to campus
through the Spotlight Lecture series. .
However,it strikes me as hypocritical to say and do these things only when it suits their agenda of improving
Colby's image to prospective students. By charging to hear Spike Lee speak, they are slapping us all in the face.
They are saying, "If we can afford it we'll educate you with quality speakers,but if the cost is too high, you pick
up the $5 tab."
I understand that Stu-A has a limited budget. $5 is not a lot of money. This money is need to help defray Mr.
Lee's speaking fee. But it is the principle of the thing. Let us say his fee is $15,000—not an unreasonable amount,
considering Chuck D is rumored to have been paid $6,000. Think of the social and cultural events Stu-A could
organize for that money. Think of all the people who could benefit from such activities. Even if Stu-A recoups
half this amount, is it really what Stu-A should be doing with our money?
If it is,perhaps Stu-A will bring Jerry Falwell or Pat Buchanan to speak on.campusnext spring. If Stu-A is going
to use its funds in such a way, let them use them to bring a diversity of speakers to campus. Let them use this
money to allow the campus to hear the opinions of people on the other end of the political and social spectrum.
I can already hear my critics crying, "No one will go. Stu-A will lose money. Those people are offensive."
True, but I think it is offensive to equate Lee with a "screw your roommate" dance.
Hey Colby administration,if you wanttoput forth therhetoricof diversity,pleasedon't chargeme more than
my tuition for it.
^
Andrew A. Carlson '94

Rugby player doesn't need "Mom 's" help
I would like to begin this letter with a small disclaimer: All ideas and opinions presented below in no way
represent the opinions of the men's rugby team; they are mine, and mine alone.
This semester I decided to go out for the rugby team. My only regrets are that I didn't join earlier. Last week
I was surprised to find out that a J-board hearing was scheduled to investigate the alleged hazing that occurred
during our initiation party. The reason I was so surprised was that I had a great time, and thought everyone else
involved, including the other rookies,also,did, 1 was right. All of us were surprised. Not one of us thought that
we had been the victims of hazing, and were very curious to find out who though We had been;. ~ ~r ' ><
To no surprise, we found out that our "Mom" had filed the charges. That's right, the administration. I guess
that the administration is not satisfied telling us what we can say and when we should sleep, so they decided they
should also look out for us, make sure everything is going well for us. While I'm very flattered that they consider
me so important—thanks,but no thanks. In the future I would like to take care of myself. I consider myself to
be a mature adult,one who can ask someone to stop saying something that bothers me, or to ask someone to turn
down their stereo if I need some sleep, or to tell someone "no" if what they want me to do makes me
uncomfortable. Therefore, with all duerespect to the administration — BUTT OUT OF MY PERSONAL LIFE!
Colby definitely has one of the best academic curricula in the country,but that's where it ends. lam very tired
of being babied and protected by the administration. Colby students are,or should learn to be/ adults who can
think for themselves and decide on their own what bothers them and what they think about things. Above all,
they should be able to voice their opinions and let other people know what they think. Colby has decided to
relieve us of that responsibility by protecting us. They are trying to build us a little cocoon where no one offends
anyon e, and no one has any provocative ideas, and everyone stagnates. The Colby cocoon we live in is
unfortunately very far from the most important thing we should be learning about — REALITY.
So once more I'd like to thank "Mom"for looking out for me,but next time, mind your own damn business!
I already have a mother!Oh, and just in caseyou want to go after someoneelse for this, remember that I wrote
this because I wanted to, not because I was told to. That's right, I broke out of the cocoon for a minute and said
what I thought—deal with it.
Bruce Panilaitis '94
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AIDS can strike Colby too

Tfell us how much 5 Stu-A

Do you have SEX? If so, WAKE UP !
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We are all at Colby to educateourselves intellectually,but we must remember that there are more aspects of
a college education that occur outside the classroom.Each student needsto take the responsibility to teach and
learn the life skills necessary to further their development as mature individuals.
We fou nd it very disturbing that peopleturned their heads in a "don't confron t me" manner wh en an AID S
information table and lecture were present in the Student Center last Thursday. It makes us wonder if anybody
is taking this disease seriously.
See LETTERS on p a g e14
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Hairdressers, tips and snobs
LFE'S A BEECH

By Hannah Beech
I left Mayflower Hilllast weekto get a foot
of hair hacked off. Sitting helplessly under
the stylist's shears, I listened to two hairdressers discuss the character of a typical
Colby student.
Ruth, who was chopping my hair, contended that most Colby students are nice
kids who leavebigtips.Her colleagueagreed
that Colby students do tip well,but that this
is only because their parents have oodles of
money to throw down to the lowly hairdresser. "Besides," she said, "Colby kids are
so obnoxious anyway."
Ruth countered that Colby students aren't
all obnoxious. A friend of hers had sent her
kids to Colby Friends, a Colby volunteer
program that interacts with Waterville kids
on a weekly basis. Ruth con sidered the Col'by
Friends proof that some Colby students are
nice.
The other woman then asked why one
Colby kid, after a clerk miscounted the
student's change, asked "Don't you know
how to count up here?"
The hairdressers' conversation came to a
standstill,each woman assured of her views.
But as a Colby student, it made me think
about what they were saying.
Probably the truth lies somewhere in the
middle.To Colby students' credit, not everyone has their checkbook padded by their
parent's bank account. Not all Colbyites can
afford the year's latest car modelOn the other hand, it is true that many of
us spend more on one year's tuition than

some Waterville residents earn in a year.
Still, even with tuition this high, not all
Colby students march into town with attitudes thesizeof their supposed pocketbooks.
Not all of us snicker at Maine accents or call
Mainers "nards."
But to our discredit, I've seen Colby students in the grocery store point toward a
woman payingwith food stamps and laugh.
At the checkout counter, they proceeded to
mimic the cashier'saccent, punctuating their
"idears"withsnorts of amusement.Others at
the video store spoke veeeerrrrrrry
slowwwwlyto the women at the counter and
left with comments about how "mentally
retarded 'nards should be put out of their
misery."
Somewhere along the line, perhaps with
the chunks of my hair that lay on the salon
floor, I shed some of my former attitudes
toward the Waterville community. Before, I
had decried Watervilleforgeneralizing about
the Colby community. Sure, I thought, some
Colby students might be obnoxious, but not
all of us are. By condemning all Waterville
residents, I was committing the same crime
of generalization they were when they said
all Colby students are obnoxious.
College and town relationships are notoriously difficult. Each side often blames the
other for the tense partnership.For Waterville,
Colby is economically important. For Colby,
Waterville is the source of much of our consumption. We need each other.
Ruth taught me that not all Waterville
residentsareout to get Colby students. I hope
that some of us will also teach Waterville that
we are not out to get them either.Q
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To talk or to do, that is the question

attempt to move things in the right direction
when that direction is so unclear, especially
StaffWriter
when every attempt at political decency earns
Apathy has been given its fair share of the brand of trendiness before it leaves the
talk-time on Mayflower Hill. Discussions on cranium.
O.K. Let's all be depressed for a while.
the lack of active political passion on campus
But we still need a solution to this proball conclude that no one seems to take the
lem. If this is a third grade game of "Mother
time to understand or act upon issues.
Ironically, this standpoint is juxtaposed May I?" revisited,yes,you may move inbaby
on a background of ongoing wars of political steps forward.
You may go to your first meeting of "The
correctness. How canan environment sosaturated by political expectations be lacking in Women's Group" or "S.O.A.R." or "The
Bridge"or "The Asian Cultural Society"this
political action?
'iff
week.
You may contribute to the feminist
So we cite: 30 Colbv students made the
full of four hu ndred college studen ts an d
literary magazine "New Moon Rising " in its
professors. And when he expressed his views, trek to Washington I).C.last April to partici- second year of existence. You may volunteer
he was scoffed at, mocked,embarrassed and pate in one of the largest civil rights marches a few hours of your time to the Colby Volunmade a fool of by our community. Several of all time. Quite an impressive figure except teer Center. You may well decide that sometimes the audience outri ght laughed in his when compared to the over a thousand stu- thing needs to be happening on this campus
dents/potential marchers at Colby. The last
face.
or in this world that isn't,and you will help to
Spotlight
lecture debate filled Lorimer
Then, the question-and-answer session
make it real.
became a persecute-and-antagonizeRoberts Chapel, but was it as popular as the last
So there is the answer. Find the balance
session. All fifteen questions were directed Screw Your Roommate?
between talking and doing. Learn and put
Challenging and changing the world exat Roberts, and most students displayed a
new knowledge to use. The solution itself is
ists on a sliding scale. Anyone who cares to
very confrontational and hostile attitude.
not that simple,but the outline of it is.«There
In his opening statement, Roberts con- do anythingcould do moreand could do less. is nothing immutable in our world unless we
gratulatedColby fonts rankingofeighteenth Do we berate ourselves for our limited effect decide that things can't change.
in US Newsand World Report, hut one stud ent or praise our limited advancements? All this
"Never doubt that a small group of
corrected him by stating that wewereranked is enough to drive someone straight to apa- thoughtful, committed citizens can change
seventeenth.Is it Roberts himself that Colby thy — do not pass go, do not collect two the world;indeed it is theonly thing that ever
hundred dollars. There is so much to think
does." ¦— Margaret Mead (1901-1978), AnSee GAYDEBATE on p a g e14
about,learn and pass on. It can seem futile to
thropologist. ?

BY AMY KL BORRELL

R-E-S-P #*C-T for Spotlight . Lecturers
— .v. ,, BY;)P$T;ERMURPHY
,
Stef-fWriter
. ,.-}? v

Thursday's Spotlight Lecture debateover
the ban on gays and lesbians in the military
was far from simple. Appearing in favor of
the ban was J. Milner Roberts, U.S. Army,
retired,and appearingto oppose the ban was
former U.S. Air Force captain Greg Greeley
and over 95% of the audience.
Whilethe format of thedebate was simple,
what ensued was quite unsettling. Though I
disagreed with absolutely everything that
Roberts said,it was hard not to feel compassion for the man.
Here he was attempting to justify his position on a sensitive issue in front of a room

What do you think of the ru gby teams singing allegedly
sexist songs in residence halls and the College's response?
Claudia Wehmeier '96
"I don't think that it should
have happened because t hey're
our neighbors and always order

J ason Hearst '94
'' Maybe to control the situation it's okay, but don't make an
example out of them. "

Drew Mathus '95
"I think there 's a freedom of
speech, and I' m tired of this school
takin g it away from me."
Echo photos by Lauren Vllrano

beer for us!"

Cheyenne Rothman '94
"\ think that if it's an organized group of people that were
offended , it should have been an
issue for J-Board ."

Eva n Berman '96
"I think if they 're going to do
it, they should do it where nobody else can hear them. "

Artsand EnteHciimrierit

Dr. Cornel West spea ks tonight on
race issues in Pa ge Commons Room
BY DAWN DEVINE
Contributing __________
Writer

_ -_ m.^_—
—«__-__—___

n_J____

Writer , lecturer , political activist, philosopher , and rap aficionado —Dr. Cornel West is all these
and more. Some call him one of
America 's most important analytical thinkers. He calls himself an
"intellectual freedom fighter. " He
is celebrated as a unique orator ,
who creates, as he speaks, a collage
of enthusiasm and concern about
the statusof African- Americans ,especially as Director of Princeton 's
Afro-American Studies program.
As the 1993 Ral ph J . Bunche Lecturer , West will speak on the problems which confront the AfricanAmerican urban underclass in this
country at 8 p.m.toni ght in thePa ge
Commons Room. West said he believesin intellectual radicalism ,Toni
Morrison , Arrested Development,
and Jesus. His Baptist upbringing
has influenced his style of speaking

Times bestseller list, is a collection
of essays which focus on race issues.The tone is less Marxist than in
West's earlier works, yet nonetheless unconventional and strai ghtforward. His words are honest and
provocative.
West compa res the beatin g
within the black communities of
man on woman to the policemen
who beat up Rodney King, and insists that we must be concerned
with the "moral content of the black
f reedomstru ggle."
Westem phasizesmultiradal un.
photo by BennoFriedman derstanding and a union between
love and the fight against conservatism. Rage is key, but it must be
Dr. Cornel West, author of
tempered by humanity, according
Race Matters.
to West.
and writing, instillin ghis work with
Tonight 's lecture is sponsored
the drama and passion found in the by Stu-A Cultural Life, the Office of
church. To hear him speak is an Intercultural Affairs , the Office of
inspiration , as many have wit- the President , the Department of
nessed.
Philoso phy,the Department of AfDr. West 's latest book, RaceMat- rican-American Studies and
ters, which was on the New York SOBHU. Q

Pequod readi ng
warms Coffeehous e

photocourtesyof What Are Records
The Samples, clockwisef r o mf r o n t :Sean Kelly,Andy
Sheldon, Jeep MacNUhol and AlLaughlin.

1
The Samples The
Las tDra gis a dra g

Searchof the Lord, a compassionate astic about the turnout , said Darand sobering perspective on the . ing. She said she hopesthat it will
StaffWriter
realities of our society. While some continue to be a popular monthly
listeners
found a readin g fr
om an Coffeehouse event. •?
^ HE ^ER UDGAN
Thelights wered jmmedand the
A&E Co- Editor
The Pequod is accep tingsubmissmell of coffee permeated the air unfinished piece inap propriate, it
Checkthebilllast Wednesday night in the Coffee offered an opportunity to garner sionsuntUNovember3.
The Last Drag, released in SepboardintheCoffee House,fo rdeadlines
House as about 45 listeners gath- some feedback from the audience.
Although reactions to the" read- and a listingofnamesand phonenum- tember, is the four th album from
ered in what was reminiscent of a
San Francisco beatgeneration read * ings were mixed, the general con- bers ofall Pequod staff members, and the Colorado band The Samples,
who will play in Brunsw ick next
ing. Asdis Thorsteinsson 95, J en- sensus was that theeventasawhole inform ation on Pequod events ^}
'1
week.
Thegroupdemonstrates their
nifer Kelley '95, and Jane Mead, was positive. was very enthusiconcern with the plight of the envivisiting assistant professor of Enronmen t and the sufferin g of the
glish, read selections from their
lovelorn ,isolated individual amidst
work , chris tening the first Pequod
a
crumbl ing societ y. Their att empt s
read ing of the year.
to take on these issues backfire as
ThePequod, run by Amy Darl ing
they prove too sophist icated for the
'96, manag ing edit or , Caleb Dolan
group. The result isa disappointing
"96, fiction editor , Michael Daisey
album.
-"95, poetry editor, and Dina PfisterUnlike the band' s introductory
Mendes *96, art editor , features poalbum of 1989, TheS amples, in which
etry, fiction and art by Colby stut
he band drew a clear line drawn
dents and faculty.
between love and environmental
Trad itionally an annual publiissues in The last Drag the group
cation; Tit*.Pequod will produce two
confuses the two themes lyricall y.
issues this year. The Student AssoLost are the light and uncomplicated
ciation (Stu-A) has increased fundsongs like "Feel us Shaking, "
ing for The Pequod because there is
"Waited Up," an d "Could it Be"
now greater cooperation between
from
The Samples ' debu t album ,
the two groups , according to Darand "Did You Ever Look So Nice"
ling.
and "Not hing Las t sFor Long," from
The first issue of The Pequod is
No Room, their third album.
set for a Dec. 8 release. Readings
The opening t rack , "Li tt le Silver
will begiven monthly , according to
R ing" is t he only song on The Last
Darling.
Drag t ha t cap t ures t he somber , enThorsteinsson began the Tuesdearin
g qual ity common to their
day nigh t readingby offering seven
first three albums. "Growing old,
poems centered around the subtle
watching silver/ turn to gold/
forms of communication between
Snowing cold, why aren 't you / here
herself and her paren ts, using an
for me to hold?" This song, wi t h it s
introspective voice to paint a vivid
easy rhyme scheme and
picture.
uncompl icat ed lyrics, does not enJenn ifer Kelley followed by readcroach on t he simple, successful
ing two of her short stories. Each
Samples sound.
deal t with realisti c persona l relaLike "Li ttle Silver Ring, "
tions. The first was a penetratin g
"Every time " and "Still Water " reand humorous , yet disturbing,
late a feeling of nostalgia for someglimpse into the world of post-colthin g lost. However, there is a lyrilege pseudo-intellectuals ,
cal confusion between the idea of a
J ane Mead concluded the meetEcho photo by AmyRzeznikiewlcz lost lover and t he idea of a lost
ing by reading a section of her un- Pequod editors Caleb Dolan '96, Amy Darlin g <96, and Michael
Eden.
f in ished epic poem, Fragments in Daisey *95. Not pictured is Dina Pflster-Mandes *96.

BYM ARK DANTOS

lf!elly confessesin "Everyt ime":
"Sometimes I'm crazy / From waiting so long/ To make it so perfect /
To fix wha t was wrong." He vacillates between recallin g a summer
loveand watch ingbirds fly up from
the ocean.
Thislyrical confusion isthemain
pr oblem throu ghout the album. It
is not clear if Kelly is lamenting a
lost love or a lost sense of a natural
parad ise?
In "Still Water " he says: "Still
water does run deep/ Your currents pull me throu gh my sleep/It
goes away but then comes back /
will it alway s?" Is he dream ing of
the perfect partner , or t he perfec t
world ?
Kelly hands t he vocals and
songwri t ing over t o Andy Sheldon
in "E atonville." Sheldon 's vbice is
reminiscen t of Neil Young with its
for removed murmur-like quali ty.
The song is a cry for connec tion in a
dy ing love rela t ionship: "I' ve come
a hundred miles / from the Everglades/ And if you've got some
time / Tell me of your day" . The
lyrics , however , collapse under the
weight of the poignant theme ,
Kelly'sendearing whine re t urns
on 'The Streets in the Rain. " He
returns to his fascination with the
pas t, which provessuccessful in t his
song. "I' m looking for people/ that
I used to know/ I'rri looking for
places/ Tha t we used to know," he
sings. The lyrics here are more logical. It is a song simply about the loss
of youth and the frustration of
today 's fast-paced world.
The next song, Tax i," also orchest ra t ed by Kelly, opens with piano and t hen breaks in t o a drum
shuffle which creates a d anceable
yet somber tone. It is one of the
most interesting musical attem pt s
See SAMPLESon p a g e14

A cleaner , gentler
"Nocturnal Emission "
BYZAHID CHAUDHARY
StaffWriter

The omnipresent poster advertisementsaround campus for "Nocturnal Emission," a radio show
hosted by Ezra Fowler *96and Paul
nteat
re
Ouanber
Fontana '96,are impossibletoavoid
photo comtseyofp e
these days. Fowler and Fontana
May Sarton
began their show on WMHB last
year but were kicked off the air last
sprin g. Thus, they have renamed
themselves "Eric " and "Pete ," and
have returned as two cleaner FCC
law-abiding radio hosts. "Nocturnal Emission" isaninterestin gcross
between a talk show and an alternative music show.
BY REBE CCA MAWN
Fowler and Fontana agree that
Contributing Writer
they were kicked off the air last
The MusicBox Bird, a play by the year due to "a potpourr i of troubleMaine writer May Sarton ,will mark making. " This included obscenities,
the opening of The Chamber The- the use of corporate names over the
atre of Maine 's 1993-1994 season in air , and visits by unau thorized
guests in the studio.
Thomaston on Oct. 8.
Because WMHB is a non-profit ,
Sarton , whose literary career has
spanned over sixty years , recieved non-commercial radio station, DJ 's
an honorary Colby degree in 1976. are not allowed to mention the name
In 1982 Sarton spent three days in of any business , pr oduct , or comresid ency with the Colby women 's pany. Obscenity also violat es FCC
studies program , according to regulations , and unau thorized
Phyllis Mannocchi , professor of guests are a security risk.
7 Thehosts said thatthey hadbeen
; ; vi rHvT - v.
. English. . ^
Mannocchi , a close friend of "creating a nuisance ."
By their final show last year,
Sarton 's, wrote an article entitled
fowler
and Fontana had alread y
J ^rq wing into Solitude .:! May 4
'jsMa ine Landscape ,." which~ beeninformed that they would not
^Sarton
,«gv3. ' Of^ _^ __. »"* -»*»nu
vS 95. • May
V*fmiv
.x
T_u_TM6v ^T^
willtie publisf-^inja a^ in
.
Tliey then used obscene words
''* &i^i^E(g^
knowing they would not be on the
'
F honorin g the writer.
^ ^^y^^ ve ^ wise woman," ¦ air again anyway, according tbjes' isica. Hill 94, general mana ger of
- " said Mannocchi.
The Music Box Birdwttt run at WMHB .
TheCharnterpuwtreofl f airteforthree Fowler said that "Nocturnal
weekendsin October; For tickets call Emission" went back on the air this
the Chamber Theater-of Maine at (207) year with much ''be gging and
screaming — more begging on
i i54r8807n

Sarton play to
pr emiere in
Thomaston
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Paul s part ,more screaming on my
part." Hill said she always thou ght
they did a terrific show, but that
they did not alwaysfollowtheregulations.
Fontana said that "Nocturnal
Emission'' wasbeing censored during their first show last Wednesday. Hill said that "Nocturnal Emission" was not being censored but
carefullymonitoredbecauseFowler
and Fontana are on probation. Hill,
who said she enjoys the show, is
obligated to enforce FCC regula_.
tions.
Fowler and Fontana denied any
feelings of resentment or bitterness
toward WMHB,insistingthat "Nocturnal Emission" and WMHB have
"mutual feelings."
On Columbus Day, during the
October break , the hosts plan to
have "something akin to the Jerry
Lewis telethon. " This will involvea
twenty-four hourbroadc ast to raise
money forthe Mid-Maine Interfaith
Shelter. Listeners will drop off their
donations at the WMHB office and
their names will be heard over the
air.
Fontana and Fowler said they
are excited about this program and
hope to raise a large sum of money
for the shelter. The Mid-Maine Interfaith is usually in need of donations before winter , they said ,
;¦; The twenty-four hours will be
inter-,
- sfiHed -m% "ptal c^phizmg,
¦
viewing, rambling ), and. spinning -i
tunes ,' .- said Fowler. Fowler and ?
Fontana )convinced the executive .
board of WMHB to allow them to
be in the ,studio for twienty-four
hours by "be gging and screaming
again. It works /' said Fowler.
The two DJ 's intend "Nocturnal
"Emission" to be different from any

Women's Studies Colloquium:

Cynthia Wood, Economics /Sociology
"Definin g the Production Boundary in
Economics: A Feminist Cri tique"
Wh it ney Room, Roberts Union
4:30 p.m.
*
Stu-A Movie:
Aladdin
Aiaaain
Lovejoy lOO
7&9p.m.

Concert: The Samples
Wednesday, Oct. 13
for ticket information call (207) 773
6979
t icket s: $10 advance , $12 door
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.
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Echo photoby YuhgoYamaguchi

The "Nocturnal Emission'9 men, Ezra Fowler 9
' .6 and Paul

Fontana *96. They are turning WMHB upside-down.

other show on WMHB. They plan ous, biting sarcasm , alternative muto follow the format established on sic, and interviews . On their Oct. 5
their<fkstshow _ The show featured show, Fontana interviewed Alan
-Joytynri Wing and Richard Sewell, LaPans, a .popular , eccentric embothiprofes sbr sof performin g aits, ployeeat the mail room in the Stureading bedtime stories. Despite dent Center. .
"Nocturnal Emission" is off to a
their rather inconvenient time slot
(1a.m.every Wednesday ),thesho w great start and both "Eric " Fowler
has a lot of listeners , according to and "Pete " Fontana have agreed to
Fowler and Fontana. This may be keep it clean and follow
due to heavy promotional efforts. . regulations. Q
The show itself is full of humor-
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Musical trio plays noonday recital

LETTERS, continued fro mpage 10
A New York Times front page article (Oct 4, 1993) is titled "On the
campus, testing for AIDS grows common." A woman of 20 is quoted as
saying "most of my friiends who are not in a monogamous relationship
get test ed regularly."
Do we at Colby act and thmk this way? We are not immune to the

ailments of the world while spending our four short years in Maine.
Sharon Lund, a nationally recognized woman infected with HIV, received her worst turnout ever for her lecture here at Colby. This says
something terrible about the way Colby students view AIDS.
Lund talks to standing-room-only crowds at all the universities and
colleges she visits. The crowds are so large because the students are
concerned about the disease that is infecting 1in 95 students today.Yes,
that is the new statistic. That is the reason Sharon Lund flew in from
California to educate and answer our questions about HIV and AIDS.
The New York Times article also states that "confronting AIDS has
become the latest rite of passage"for people our age. AIDS will not ignore
people who turn their heads and say "don't confront me."Let'sface it,we
need to take control of our lives.

Allison Guth ' 94
Kimberly Valentine '94

GAYDEBATE, continued fromp ag e11

Echophoto by Cina Werthiem

Jean Rosenblum, applied music asociate in flute, performed with clarinetest Karen
Beacham, app lied music associate in cla rinet, and p iani st Elizabeth Hallstrom , systems

ananlyst in Computer Services last Friday in the 'N oonday Recital " in Given Auditorium ,
The trio p layed p ieces by Saint-Saens, Villa-Lobus, and Bloch, Approximately twenty people
attended the concert. The noonday recital was presented by the Colby Music Department.

should antagonize, or is it the belief
system he representsthat we should¦
- . .
fight?
Granted, Robert's viewpoint is
disturbing and seemingly uninformed, but he has not had the liberating perspective of a liberal arts
education in this day and age. Our
missionatColby isto freeourminds
from alienati ng ru les, shallow propaganda and ruling-class ideology
that leads to such prejudices against
African-Americans, women, gays

and lesbians and others.
By what happened on Thursd ay, one could hardly tell if we
have learned much from this opportunity. With all of the debate
over religiousand racial intolerance,
this was one of the purest tests of
tolerance in recent months. The
strongest form of tolerance is to respect a viewpoint with which we
do not agree. Otherwise, we are
guilty of what we decry. Q

SAMPLES, continued fr ompage 12
in the album. "A time long Drag" has a nice sound. It opens
ago/ You told me I should know/ with an acoustic guitar and the,
It's hard no matter what, you do/ chirping of crickets. The barnyard
My guard was always up for you" animals and dogs barking are a
This track is a nice break from the nice touch too, but Kelly still lyridreamy feeling of the six previous cally confuses love and t he absence
of his ideal Utopia. In "Darkside"
songs with its faster pace.
Like t he previous songs, how- Kelly's voicegrows tedious and he
con t i n u a l l y
ever, it reveals a
chant s, "I have a
lack of certainty
darksid e, I have a
and clarity. A love
__
__
" Who
interest invades ddd:yf *Wftf f f i $y $f t e t mdarkside
my
cares?
Kelly's yearning
Luckily, Kelly
for the past and
hands the next
confuses his mes- #..tta*»«F_l-fiwi
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three
pieces over to
sage. The imagery
_m
other band memis bizarre: Til slip H:lllVMlllX
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bers.
you underneath/ &X
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^Mw Sheldon takes
Bet ween t he grip of •I'ftwwwi R'mwN'lw
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your teeth." Unfor- *SW::i___i*#__i:_W:;:_-:^^^^?^^^^^
:__. ftiJfflSfiMt' lWWAWSS ! over the first two
pieces. "Nitrous
tunately,t his is the
. - - - - vj rv_a,__ _P__. l__P__R VTw _BVj KB.. '.•... '.'.*Fall"has a reggaelast track on the al- &JNGK8l -9_Ki»^^
like
sound which
bum that has any
¦.•." ! .ft . ' .» *xw^
is nice, but again
sort of value.
*x - 'i*i the lyrics are un"Carr y On,"
".Qpnquistador "and "Misery"are clear and devoid of meaning.
"Prophet of Doom" is similar.
laughableattemptsat politicalmessages, and they mark the album's It,too,openswith a fresh,countrydownfall: "Carry On"is the best of western twinge which makes the
the three. This is only due to the listener anticipate a quirky and ininteresting instrumentals which teresting song. Instead, Sheldon's
accompany the silly, simplistic lyr- obvious stab at the profotindbffers
baffling imagery.
ics.
Al Laughlin makes his only voThe other two are completely
failed attempts. In "Conquistador" cal appearancein "Playground."It
Andy Sheldon tries to put himself begins with background effects
in the shoes of a conquered Indian: from Star Trek.
Perhaps the band's single big'Time to run and tell the others/
Dressed in steel they're on our is- gest problem is that their sound is
Iftnd. " It is a f orced,politically-cor- too derivative. Gabriel'sstyle is not
their only borrowing. There is an
rect excuse for a song.
In "Misery," Jeep MacNichol undeniable similarity in The
attempts a pseudo-Peter Gabriel Samples to early Policeand R.E.M.,
sound:"I cry myself to sleep / And yet the group fails to capture the
through these shades/ of medioc- same level of intensity and subrity/ I stand alone and weep." The stance,
The Samples are appearing at Fort
sincerity and integrity of thealbum
Andross in dmmvf kkat 8:30p .m. on
faffs apart
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The Economicsof the Otibaiik

Classic Visa card. How Student Discounts and Price
Protection Contribute tO Upward growth . A^ variety of factors have been

suggested as contributing to the economic growth of students, including (1) more lottery winners
between the ages of 18 and 22, (2) a 37% increase on earnings from bottle and c^n returns, (3) more
students doublingearnings in the Hghtning roundof game shows, and (4) the Citibank Classic Visa®
card. It's this last one, however,that affects most students. 1The Citibank Classic Visa card offers
immediatesavings to student cardmembers.\bu can saveup to 26% on long distance callsversusAT&T
with the free Citibank Calling Service5" from MCI.1 And youcan capitalize on a $20 Airfare Discount
1

]i Mi jp'ip ii ii ii'ij - 1 f°r domestic flights.2 Savings on mail order pur¦**

' "] I

^_H^^_£ __JSI______________ V^^_HI

I

chases, sports equipment, magazines and music
also abomid Maxiniizethese savings \vith
a low
.

__¦_.[ K^ *JLLL?.Z__—J bottom line (especially if one's ^ income tends
B

No knownpicture of Washingtonsmiling exists.EconomistsbelieveWashington was
unhappy because hef e l the could have receiveda better deal on war supplies If he used a
Citibank Classic Visa card, he wouldhave been assured of 'getting the best price and probabl y
would have been happier. (Artist rendering of how he would have appeared on the dollar)

on^fVio. iimt z a_o « .irt "_ +
+rt L _. „,«+.„ mv -cp . Dnf
IO DC piclly g l O b S) . Jr Ul dliOUier Wdy, OI1C IILLglU.

to
even haveenough savings to reinvestin a CD or two (the musicalkind, ofcoiirse).^Onthe way the
recordstore, or any store for that matter, takestock of the 3 services concerned with purchasesmadeon

Monarch Notes® Version:

the CitibankClassic card. Citibank Price Protection assures one of the best prices. See the same item

" The GtibankClassicVisacard will

advertised niprint s
.

. . . .

¦_

-

» n /

j.

•*
these investments, Buyers Security™ can coverthem against accidental damage, fire or theft (ordinarily
.* ,
4
causes for Great Depressions) for 90 days from the date of purchase. And Citibank Xifetime

Warranty"" can extend the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years.5 1But perhapsthe
featureswhich offer the best protection areyoureyes, yournose, yourmouth, etc.—all featuredon The
Photocard, the credit card with your photo on it. Carrying it can help prevent fraud or any hostile
takeoverof your card. (Insidersspeculate that it makes quite a good studentID, too.) Evenif one's card is
stolen, or perhaps lost, The Lost Waller Service can replaceyour card usuaUy within 24 hours. 11So
never panic. As we all know, panic, such as in the Great Panics of 1837, 1857, and 1929, can cause a
ttstmf l

downswingin a maiket. But with 24-hour Customer Service,there's no reason for it. A question about
your account is only an 800 number away.(Panic of the sort experienced the night before Finals is
something elseagain.) H Needless to say,buildinga credit history with the support of such services can
only be a boost. \©u're investing in futures^that lutu^
Citibank Classic Visa card is there in yourwallet should presently give you a sense of security,rare in
'

s

today's—how shallwesay?—ficklemarket.H Toapply,call. Studentsdon't need a job or a cosigner.And
call if you'd simply like your photo added to yourregular Citibank Classic Visa card. Here's the num.. . ber. 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19.H The Law of Student

H r/TTO ^M ^II
^
Supply and Demand states, "If a credit card satisfies more of a ^^^^^MSlM^^mmm^i
student's unlimited wants and needs, while reducing the' Risk WiMiiSfXf^^^^m * Wfm
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Factor in- respect to limited- and often' scarce resources-with . ^m^^^^^^^^
¦ ' BSlmm^
the .greatest supply of services and savings possible-then, stu-; . '

^ 0Bw^^^^^^^S^^^
Not just Visa.Citibank Visa.
dents will demand said credit card." So, demand away-call.

'Saving! claim ii based on a lO-minute night/weekend call in (he 1,911 lo 3.000 mileage band lining MCI _ Card Compatibilit y rote* v». ATO standard calling card rales, effective 4/93. Citibank Calling
Service longdistance usage cannot be applied to obtain benefit* under any other MClpartner program or offer, including travel award programs , 'Offer cx.pi.es 6/30/94, Minimum ticket purchase price is $100.
Rebates are for Citibank student caidmemben an tickets Issued by ISE Flights only. 'The Annual Percenta ge Rate for purchoses is 15.4% as of 8/93 nnd mny vary quarterl y.The Annus) Percentage Rate for cash
advances is 19.8%, If a finance charae is Imposed, the minimum Is 50 cents. There is an additional finan ce chorgc for ench c«*lt advance transaction equal to 2% ofthe amount of each cash advance transaction;
however, it will not be lest than $2x30or greater than $10,00,'Certain conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information , Buyers Security it underwritten by The
Zurich International UK Limited. Certain restrictions and limitations anpfy Underwritten try the New Ha mpshire Insurance Company , Service life expectancy varies by product ana is at least the minimum
,. based on retail industry data , Details of coverage are available in your Summar y of Additional Program I nrormatian. Monarch * Note*an published by Monarch r*ress, a division of Simon & Schuster , a
Paramount Communications Company. Used by permission of the publisher , Citibank credit cards are issued by Citibank (South Dakota) , N.A.,0 1993 Citibank (South Dakota ), N.A. Member FDIC,

be there f°r y0U ^ spedal stu"
dent discounts, no fee, and a low

rate...so your own economy will
be more like a boom than a bust.

ext 19#
^ 1_800.CITIBANK

NCAA championships eligibility is a great
opportunity that must be kept in perspecti ve

You know you love it/

option of NCAA competition gives
those teamsthat haveproved themselves to be the elite of New England the chance to show that they
are worthy of national attention.

We must admire last year's
BY J AC COYNE
women's soccer team who, despite
Asst., Sports Editor
a winning season, were denied a
coveted ECAC playoff spot. The
When 1first arrived on this camteam did not allow this experience
pus three years ago, the fieldhouse
to eclipse the team's nine wins —
was intact and three Colby teams
the Mules'most winsever—a very
wenttotheEastCoastAthleticGonsuccessful season despite the
ference IECAC] finals. It was a
raincheck on the post-season.
A very small percentage of
great year.
Embarking on my final year at
Colby athletic teams will make the
things
are
even
better.
the College,
NCAA's. A slightly larger percentNo one could have imagined last
agewill makethe ECAC's,but most
fall, while we sifted through the
teams will have solid seasons,get a
rubble of the fieldhouse fire, that
lot accomplished, have fun , and be
Yet we must not allow the em- fun-to watcheven though they will
today we would be watching construction crews put the finishing phasis on the NCAA opportunity not vie for a championship.
touches on a state-of-the-art and theteamsthatwillmalceitthere
The NCAA provides a great
overshadow
other
teams
that
are
fieldhouse. But what is even more
opportunity to bolster the imageof
significantfor Colby athletics is the championship caliber when it the College and pursue a goal any
new opportunity to compete in the comes to dedication to their sport. competitor strives for, to compete
National Collegiate Athletic Eligibility in the NCAA Champi- against the best talent in the counonship carriesabelief that anything try. Still, it is an. opportunity that
Assocation [NCAA].
but
a berth in a post-season tourna- must be kept in perspective. Q
WhiletheECACsstill offer stiff
competition for all Colbyteams,the ment is failure.

You know you miss
Brin g back the
TOP. TEN!
Submit your list to the Echo office in
the basement of of Roberts by next
Monday at 8 p.m. You too can be a part
of the Echo.
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beers in Central Maine . .
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Tune in to
WMHB 90.5
FM

on Thurs d ay
, at 8 p.m.
Spring Semester in Film for Visit ingStudents

for the

"As a rmdia arts and science
majorat MIT, I was
lacUnghands- (mJ Umimkingesperieme
, and ^
sernesterat TischJ U right in with whatI rweded"
— DavidKung
Dayid wis wbiriing whh ntcticiive video ilMH 1 and found k
was di*n%:uktDthink aboutfilmsof the future witfao utkoowiiLg
tbe rUmmakiDgprocess."At Tiscii,I learned
aspect— writing,casting,sfoooiing,dtrectiog,todediUng.I did
everything!"
David's new undet-stii-duigof film has beca veiy valuable to his
work with video.'The Tischprogram fAilfilledmy expectatioos
l_d muchra ^;it was an anli2ingexpe^«nce.',
Each spring, we offer studentsof all educatkmalbackgroundsthe
opportunit yto learnthe t^ii-damentalsof fUmmakingat theTiscb
ScbooFs feoowiiedDepartioent of Film and Tdeytsion, Outing
an intensive one-semesterprogram, you can unmeise yourselfb
the study of fitai while living in thebeartof Greenwich Village,
f
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K>r information about our 1994 Spring SemesterIn Flint,
call
1 ^OVT ORlV
,
(EST)
ext
16,
during
normal
business
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iV or retum.the coupon below.
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All Sports
Talk Show.
This week' s
special
guests are
soccer players
I

Aram
Goudzousian
'94
& Brian
Pompeo '95.
;

Call in with
questions ,
comments
or trivia.

Ext. 3348

THOLE Roof rack systems. "Sweden's best." sold here.

1-Mfc8dMd tft _MiA-tNew York University
721 Broadway
Room 721
NewYork.N.Y, 10008
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BONNIE'S
ColbyDINER
^^ —/^J \

Special -$4.95

\^^^ Bi v-X 2 Eggs,2 Pancakes
Homefries , Bacon ,
jf / / /K m
Toast,and Coffee

872-7712
Open Seven Days A Week
5:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

ADDRESS

'.

1 I 1

AUTO BODY

'Get off the Hill for a
Homecooked Breakfast at:
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Kate LaVigne 9
' 5 watches her foreh andvolley sail over the net. •
Oct. 3 at Amherst
Oct. 2 at Wheaton
Sept 2? at Colby
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Women's Soccer (5-1-1)
Colby 5 Elms College 0
Middlebury4Colb y 2
Colby 3 Norwich 0
Colby 2Tufts 2
Colby 8 Thomas 0
Colby 2 Wheaton 0
Colby 1 Amher st 0
y
Volleyball (9-8)
Bowdoii\P6lar Bear Tournament
Tournament Champions: Colby 5-0
4-1
3-2
2-$
, 1-4
6-5

UNE
Bowdoin
UMF
Unity
St joe's

M^
Colby 1 Middlebury 0
Colby 5 Norwich !
Colby"Z U. New England 1
Colby 3 Tufts 2
Colby 4 USbuthern Ma ine 0
Colby 1 Wheaton 0
Colby 3 UMaine-Farming ton 1
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LaVighcs '95 and Coiirtne y Maru m *96 were

Football ( 1-1)
Williams 13 Colby 9
Colby 8 Middlebury 7
© Wesleyan Sat. Oct. 9 at 1:30
vs. Amherst Sat. Oct. 16 at 1:30
, ! .;;; /:'
Field Hockey (4-2)
M iddlebury 6 Colby 0
Colby 3 Framingham State 0
Colby 2 ,UMain e-Farmington O
Colby 4 Tufts 2
Colby S yyheaton Z
Amherst 3 Colby 0
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Colby 0 Amherst 9
Colby 5 Wheaton 4
Colby 6 UMaine S
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l
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l
illlvictorious against Wheaton and UMaine in singles play. The doubles team o_ LaVigne and
Kleinman '96 were likewisevictorious against Wheaton and UMaine. The team faced
^^f^i^liK^i^lil^BRachel
Bowdoin on the 5th and travel to Amherst for theMe ^
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Colby Against Maine Teams:
Colby Against NESCAC:

7-1
4-3
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continuedf r omp a g e18
MEU}&QCKE %
'97 chipped in with a crucial defensive save.
Despite the uplifting win at Wheaton , the Mules did not have the
momentum to carry them past Amherst.
, Amherst has "a very stron g defense/' according to Satin , and the
Mules, despite only one shot in the first half, were still tied at the half.
Suppor ted by the spectacular defense of Elisabeth Dodds *97, the Mules
mana ged to keep the Amherst attack scorele ssuntil the twenty minute
mark , when Amherst went on its scoring stint ,
"We played back-to-back games on the road - this team is not used to
it yet^ said Salln.
'They aren't used to playing as hard as they are two days in a row." Q
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Football
Women 's soccer led by first-years
downs
BY BEN RUSSELL
Contributing Writer
Middleb ury
Class of 1997's representafor firs t win of tivesThe
on the Colby women's soccer
team helped the White Mules to
the season
back-to-back wins on the
BY PETER DUBA.CK
Staff Writer
Facing the prospect of starting
the season with a 0-2 record, Colby
quarterback Matt Mannering '95
took control of last Saturday'sgame.
With just over four m inutes remaining in the game, he connected
with Chris Fossella '95 for a 33yard
strike that put the White Mules in
the position to take away a 7-0
Middlebury lead. On the next play,
Mannering hit rookie Jon Parker
foV a gutsy two-point conversion
which solidified Colby's first win
of the 1993 season.
"Mannering is such a clutch
ballplayer," said Head Coach Tom
Austin. "Also, I was pleased with
the way Jon Parker filled in for the
injured Brad Smith."
Middlebury started its scoring
drive on its own 29 yard line and
finished it eleven plays later when
Mike Brass muscled his way into
the end zone from the one yard line
on second and goal. John
Schoenecker converted the kick and
Middlebury took the lead. ¦
Knowing tha t the offense was
struggling, the Colby defense took
matters into itsown handsand shut
M iddlebury down for the remainder of the game. Four players recorded ten or more tackles, led by
Jon Granoff '94,who notched twelve
of his own.
"The game was characterized
by defense and ours was outstanding," said Austin. "We tackled well
and held their premier tailback to
23 first-half yard s."
Colby began marching towards
paydirt from its own 44 yard line
when Granoff recovered a
Middlebury fumble. Colby then
drove 56 yards for the score and
conversion to take the f inal lead of
the game.
With twelve seconds left in the
game Middlebury attempted a
thirty-five yard field goal, but it
sailed wide to the left.Q

road last
weekend. Colby triumphed over
Wheaton 2-0, and Amherst 1-0.
On Saturday against Wheaton,
first-years Shannon Tracy and Jen
Lawrence scored on assists from
senior Meghan Fitzpatrick. Firstyear goalkeeper Erika Moore recorded her fourth shut-out of the
season.
"We basically just did what we
needed to do to get the win," said
Coach Carole Anne Beach. "We received some great play from a lot of
different peopletoday. Both Jen and
Shannon came up big today with
the only two scores."
The Wheaton game put the
Mules record at 4-1-1 going into
Sunday's important matchup with
a tough Amherst team.
The first-years again took center stage as Tracy booted in another
goal and Moore saved eighteen
shots. The shutout was the third
straight for Moore and her fifth of
the year.
"Erika has had an impressive
stringof games but the performance
of the defense cannot be over-
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By the
numbers
ColbyS. Wh.eato» 0
Goals; Jen Lawrence *$% Sfcan- ttOnT*acy*97
Assists:Meghan Fifczpatrick'M*

:

SavestBepta Moxtt**£?- 4

Colby 1, Amherst*.
Goals . Shannon Tvttcy *99
Aissiate. MegtianFitepafeielc'04
Saves:traka Moai*'91- 18

Echo photo by Jennif er Atwood

Check outAIyssa Bertsetler 9
' 5 wheeling and dealing the
Thomas defense. Colby's record is 5-1-1.
looked, said Beach. "Defense is
the deciding factor in any game and
our defensive players, along with
Erika, have been phenomenal."
"I definitely credit my defense
for making my job easier," said
Moore. "[The defense hasl been
unbelievable all season. They are

the reason why we've played the
way we have."
The White Mules battled at
home against Bowdoin on Wednesday and they will play at Clark
today at 4 p.m. ?

Women's cross
country find s
first place
path
BY GERALD COAKLEY
Contributing Writer

BY KATE CHARBONNIER
Contributing Writer

See SOCCER on page 16
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Men 's soccer still undefeate d
The Colby men's soccer team
continued their undefeated streak
last Saturday with a stunning 1-0
overtime victory against Wheaton
College.
"I thought the game would end
in a tie," said Coach Mark
Scrdjenian. "It was our toughest
game so far."
Mark Small '96 scored the
game'sonly goal with an assist from
Co-Captain Ethan Spencer "94.
Colby headed into the Wheato n
game with the #5 ranking in New
England and is now ranked at #3.
The White Mules, however, are not

i

Eciw photo by YuhgoYamaguchi

Ethan Spencer l94 bears down on a USM forward.

Last weekend the Colb y
women's cross country team took
first place out of a field of 18teams,
which included rival Tufts. TriCaptain Michelle Severance '94
came fro m behind to place first
with a time of 19:09.
Strong finishes by the rest of
the team helped to ensure the victory. Junior Co-Captain Lenia
Ascenso's time of 19:21 minutes
was goodenough for a fourth place
finish and was twenty-nine seconds faster than her best time.
"Lenia had the best race of her
collegiate career," said Coach Deb
Aitken . "She mentally made the
decision to go for it,and I know we
will see her up near Michelle more
often "
Runners Robyn Art '97 and Liz
Fagan '97 contributed to Colby's
win by placing eleventh and
twelfth, respectively. Aitken said
that the girls have been shadows
of each other all yearlong, placing
one right after the other.
Sue Hale '95, who placed 16th,
and Kerry Ackerman '96, who
placed 39th, both improved their
times from last year. Hale took
twelve seconds off her best time,
and Ackerman shaved thirty seconds off her best time.
'Wc now know that we can
effectively challenge top teams like
Bowdoin and Williams ," said
Aitken . "Our main goal now is to
keep everybody healthy." ?

dolby % Wheaton « {QT.
Q«Ka<K MM . -Small'%
4-fii*& lithan Spenser'$4
SjfcVfeS:; Caleb Masatt '95 - 9
-

r

Colby 8,Middtebuty ?
Tnuch4ttii»Chris Fossellafrom
: Matt
3Mau»eri»gr3$ yards
Fiassiog;Matt Ma**nei*itg,1^27_
145 yards
Sackst Wageit-knedcf, Ceorges,
Gxm&tt

Colby3, Wheaton 2
Goals.Marchildon DeLea,Byn*
^
. J .er
Assists: Sunken Dixon,Delee
Saves: Simpson - 38
Penalty Shots: Wheaton % (sec*
oxtd goai)
Amherst3y Colby G
Sliofsan Coal. Colly 5,Amherst
; 22
Savest Shmpsou 19

Field Hockey
splits the bill
BY JOSH STEVENS
Contributing*Writer

The Colby field hockey team
split a twin bill this weekend on its
road trip to Wheaton and Amherst.
Saturday the Mules defeated
Wheaton 3-2 but were shut out by
Amherst 3-0ort Sunday.The Mules'
record now stands at 4-2 with twice
as many wins as last season.
Threeminutesinto the Wheaton
game,Tri-Captain Amy Marchildon
'94 scored off an assist from her
junior Co-Captain Stephanie Bunker. After Wheaton scored twice
more to lead 2-1, Susie DeLea '96
and Bunker both found the net to
clinch the victory for first-year coach
Heidi Salin. Bunker's score came
with under two minutes left in the
contest.
"We did n't play particularly
well against Wheaton," Salin said,
"but we put it togelher at theend to
win. It was a big thing for us."
Salin credits the goal keeping of
Ra chel Simpson (18 saves) and the
offensive play of Delea as reasons
for the victory. Sweeper Ellie Peters
See FIELD HOCKEY on page 16

Football to
collide with
Wesleyan this
Saturday

Men's X~C
looks to
repeat as
state
champions

Bowdoin
Polar Bears
will come out
of hibernation
for state meet

The Colby White Mules will
travel to Wesleyan University on
Saturday, coming off an
impressive win over last year's
NESCACchampion,Middlebury
College. Colby takes a 1-1 record
into its third game. Wesleyan will
attempt to remain undefeated
through its third contest.
Colby will work this week at
perfecting a defense that can
counter Wesleyan's "Wing T"
offense,according to Head Coach
Tom Austin.
"We will work this weekto try
to find a little more consistency,"
said Austin. "They run the 'Wing
T,' so we'll have to stop it."
Austin expressed some
concern over the Mules'
"struggling offense."
"Our timing on offense is a
little off," said Austin. "We are
inches from getting things
together."
Austin's problems have not
been made any easierby an injury
to sophomore running back Brad
Smith,lastyear'sNESCAC rookie
of the year. Smith went down in
the first quarter of the Middlebury
game withabruised shoulder and
was replaced by Jon Parker '97.
Despite the problems with the
offense and the injury to Smith,
Austin feels very confident with
his players going into Saturday's
game.
"Our kids give us everything
they have,"said Austin. "Effort is
never a problem. They expect
victory and it surprises them
when it doesn't happen.They play
well and it's because they play
with confidence." (P.D.) '

After going up against rival
Bowdoin in the opening meet of the
year two weeks ago, the Colby
men's cross-country team has used
its week off to prepare for the state
meet at Bowdoin this Saturday at
11 a.m.. With a core of quality and
experi enced runners, the Mules
hope to defend their state title this
weekend.
"We won state last year," said
senior Co-Captain Jason Bologna.
"We are a strong team and would
like to defend our titleas state chamEchophoto by Cina Wertheim
pions/'
over Thomas.
win
Colby
powers
to
an
8-0
There willbe eight to ten schools
from Maine that will compete in
the race,with about a hundred runhuge wins," said Beach. "We now
Colby
will
field
16
field.
ners in the
have two big ones coming up with
of them, and their stiffest competiClark and Plymouth State. Clark
tion will come from rivals Bates
has had our number in the past and
and Bowdoin, according to Bolowe are really looking to even things
gna.
up with them."
Co-captain Brian Carlson '94
One reason for Colby's recent
s
socwomen
With
the
Colby
won the opening meet against
success has been the play of freshs
2-0
and
1-0
wins
last
cer
team'
Bowdoin and should compete with
man goal keeper Erika Moore. She
teammates Abe Rogers '95 and Bo- weekend against conference foes
has not allowed a goal in threeconlogna for the title of state cham- Wheaton and Amherst, the Mules
secutivegames as of Sunday,a trend
opponents
have
outscored
their
pion. Carlson finished third in the
she and her teammates would like
games.
11-0
in
their
last
three
j
oining
state last year with Rogers
to keep alive.
Colby faces Clark today, riding a
him in the top five.
"We've really pulled together
,. Coach Jim Wescott has elected wave of success that should give
as a team and that is what has made
to ease into the season to avoid them momentum for today's conthe season enjoyable," said Moore.
burnout near the end of the sched- test.
"We're scoring goals and playing
"Aftei* last weekend, we defiule, when runners will face their
great defense. What else can you
toughest competition. Aside from nitely have the momentum going
ask for?"
the Laval U. Invitational the week into this one," said Head Coach
"Clark is going to give us a very
after- the states, all the remaining Carole Anne Beach.
physical game," said Beach. "They
Clark is riding a wave of its
competitions are regarded as presare an extremely strong and athhowever.
They
have
beaten
own,
ti g ious championships. Among
letic group of players. They are not
them are the NESCAC Champion- the Mules in all of the teams' last
going to lay down for us, but if we
ships at Wesleyan on Oct. 30 and five contests.
keep running on all cylinders like
"We took the two games last
the ECAC Championships the folwe have been, we'll win."
weekend
with
Wheaton
and
(R.M.)
lowing weekend at Tufts.
The Mules travel to Plymouth
Amherst on the road— those were
State on Oct.14. (B.R.)

With two exciting wins already
under its belt, th is weekend the
women's cross country team will
face the formidable Bowdoin Polar Bears at the Maine State Meet
at Bowdoin.
"This is the first time that any
Division III school will have seen
Bowdoin run this year," said
Coach Deb Aitken. 'They have
been in hiding."
Although Bowdoin graduated
its top two runners last year, the
Polar Bears are still expected to
field a strong team. Bowdoin is
regularly tops in the NESCAC
standings,but the Mules are looking to place above them this weekend.
"Forthefirst time in eight years
we have a legitimate chance of
beating Bowdoin," said Aitken.
"We have the talent and we know
that we can give them a run for
their money."
Bowdoin's home course is the
flattest and fastest course that
Colby will run on all year. Coach
Ai tken expectsher runners to have
their fastest times of the year on
the Bowdoin course.
""Weareready to run with them
mentally and physic a ll y/' said
Aitken. "We will not be satisfied
with only a second or third ."
Colby is looking to use this
race to show Bowdoin there will
be tough competition for the three
spots at the NCAA competition.
' 'The team doesn't feel the pressure, they only seean opportunity
and they want to take advantage
of it," said Aitken. 'They trained
hard in the off-season, and are
now reanine the benefits." (G.C.)

Women's Soccer
enters heart of
schedule

Caleb Mason
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Tliis week's Devastators of the week are Caleb Mason '95 and Erik a
Mason '97 , goalkeepersfor the men's and women's soccer teams.
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See the dual
Devastators of
the Week on
page 19.

Severance running the show

DavidNovember
"95, of the Spa
Bags, is tripleteamed here by
the Fighting
Amish.
Despite a new
Stu-A I-Play
position, the
residence hall
league is still
plaguedby
forfeits. Teams
like the Spa
Bags continue to
dominate the
intermural
league. Gary
Bergeron '94 ,Stu-A I-Play
chair , said he is
still working the
kinks out of the
system.

honors. The following two years shewas also
BY JAC COYNE
on the All-American cross country team.
Asst. Sports Editor
Added to these honors are an All-American
seasoncompetingon the indoor trackteamin
Running through the streets of the greater
her junior year,and three All-American cermetropolitan Boston area in theCodfishBowl
tificates in outdoor track. Last.spring alone
cross-country meet,senior
shebecamean All-American in the 3,000 and
MichelleSeverance,ahead
5,000 meter eventsat the Nationals.
of the pack of runners by
"She has great lungs, great strength and
tooka
40yards,
right onto
great speed," said women's cross country
a deserted street. After
coach Deb Aitken. "She could probably be
running two hundred
National caliber in Division I."
yards, she realized that
Although success has come frequently/it
she had gone off the
has not alwaysbeen enjoyable for Severance.
course. Reversing direcIn years past, the pressure to continue with
tion, she spotted hoards
her success has been immense, causing nagof runners racing past her
ging injuries and burnout. "I convinced myturnoff.
self that I hated to compete,"said Severance.
It did not look good for the three-time
"She works beyond her capacity," said
cross country AU-American.
Aitken. "She is very vulnerable, and she let
"I didn't remember the course," said Sevthe pressure get to her. The pressure was
erance, the team captain. "I lost a minute
pressure she imparted on herself."
figuring out that I would be in downtown
In her final year on Mayflower Hill,things
Mattapan,and that's not where I wanted to
have taken a drastic change for the better.
Echo photo by Jennifer Memck
be."
"It's more enjoyable this year," said SeverSeverance reorientated herself and ran
ance. 'I've got myself together, and I have
back to thedesignatedcourse,finding herself
enjoyed competing."
not in her former position at first, but rather
"This year shejust wantsto run fast,"said
said McDowell. "It's,a legitimate and imporabout thirty runners back. Still the Codfish
Aitken. "And that is exactly what she is doBY PJ McBRIDE
tant position."
Bowl turned out to be a great race for Colby, ing."
Contributing Writer
McDowell said that if the I-Play represenas the team finished first in a meet with 18
. During her yearsat Colby,shehas proven
tatives get more involved and they create
teams competing, helped largely by the first
that she is the best individual runner, but
Although
the
Student
Association
(Stumore interest in the dorms; they can elimiplaced finish of...MichelleSevnow her sights are set on mak- A)
appointed
Gary
Bergeron
'94
as
the
first
nate low-participation problems.
erance.
ing the women's cross-counever
IrPlay
chair
to
get
the
program
orgaWith Stu-A involvement, I-Play has beFor Severance, competing
try team the first Colby team
nized/forfeits
still
plague
the
Residence
Hall
come more organized. Much.of the red tape
against the odds is the norm.
to makeit to theNCAAs. "It is
*' " * *
y
League.
has been-slashed by i J?€;rgeron and Stu-A
Asa student at Lee Academy
more importantto me that the
The
season
is
still
early,
*
however,
and
the
President Marine! Ma teo '94. . "
in Lee, Maine, Severance was
team comes in first because it
changes Bergeron has made may need time
, "For the past two years,there has been an
never able to compete on an
makes me feel well about my
to
grow.
I-Play chair for each commons and usually
organized cross-country team.
race," she said.
"There's a lot of work involved," said onetookcontrolof theoperation,"said Mateo.
"We didn't have a team,"said
In this respect, her final
Bergeron. "It may take a little while to get "The other three ended up feeling inferior.
Severance. "There were two
year at Colby could be the
going,but it'll come. Students like to have I- Now there is one only person to answer to."
girls and three guys on the
brightest. She has come in first
Play available and they'd be upset if it was
"I-Play is set up by students. The structeam."
in two races leading to two eliminated,
but
there
isn't
very
much
enthuture is good,and the majority of the students
The lack of a coach or a
first-place team finishes for
siasm."
want it," said McDowell. "My goal is to have
W^^^^
M
^^^^^^^^^
j
team was far from a restriction
f M ^^^^^ . Colby.The team,led by SeverIn
the
first
week
of
I-Play
competition
'Siy.X:!'!*!*!*!:
!^
a greater student awarenesson campus."
on the Colby senior. Her jun- w<mmmma.000:f
,
,un£B:
Wm^ ance must place in the top every team in the soccer Residence Hall
Bergeron and Mateo have similar goals
ior year in high school was a
three spots in the New
League
forfeited.
for I-Play. Bergeron has switched the previdown yearwhensheoniycame
Englands coming up in NoGerry McDowell, head of intramural and ous Commons Cup system to a Dorm Olymin second in the state. But in her final year at
vember to travel to Grinnell, Iowa for the
club sportshasbeen disappointed that things pics,in hopesof fostering stronger team bondLee, she showed her ability and captured the
Championships. Since they have already
have not gone as well as he had hoped.
ing. Bergeron hopes that attendance will not
state title on a five person co-ed team from
beaten their closest competitors twice, the
'We do have a good number of [hall] be as big a problem as it has been in the past.
#
/
Western Maine withouta coach. In the spring,
future looks good.
teams entered, and the Open League is runAlso, he has printed up a tri-fold flyer
she wasthe entire LeeTrack & Field team. In
"ISuccessl couldn't have happened at a
ning well," said McDowell. "It just seems which will outline the I-Play seasons, deadorder to compete and win the state title in the
better time because it's my senior year, and
that the dorms are not as conscientious as lines,and rosters,to ma kepeople more aware.
1500m,shehad to travel with a rival school to
we can go to the Nationals/'said Severance.
they could be."
"The flyer will take care of many of the probget to the meets since there was no one except
"It is really a big thrill."
He sees the addition of a Stu-A I-Play lems," said Bergeron. "I'm also plann ing a
her on the team.
The only thing left for Severance to do is
chair as a step in the right direction. "It's a meeting with all the dorm I-Play chairs to
Running oh the Colby cross country team
make sureshe stays on the right course, and
idea because it provides another per- teach them phone use and to stress the imher fi rst year,Severance ran to All-American her goal of an NCAA berth will be reality. Q good
son to be accountable for the entire system," portance of taking their job seriously."?

Apath y continues to plague I-Pla y
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Varsit y Crew rows to Head of the C onnecticut
BY ELLIOT BARRY

notching first place. The men's open eigh t came home with a
tenth
place finish. The women's boats collected a third place
StaffWriter
f inish in the novice d ivision an d a four th place finish in the
At a recent board meeting at one of Lowell, Massachu- open division. Althou gh there areno team results,the Mules
setts' many textile compan ies, executives were trying to find felt it was a successful event for the team.
"We rowed like a varsity team, and rowed well for oura way to boost business. "Hold a regatta/' one board mem ber
shouted.The idea blossomed into reality,and this past week- selves," said Co-Captain Chris Rogers '94, member of the
end the Colby crew team travelled to Lowell to participate in men's open eight.
1 the Head of the Textile Regatta.
The team felt it lived up to its expectations for the meet.
The Mules took fou r boats to participate. Colby rowers "We did as well as we thought we would coming into the
participated in novice women's eight, open women 's four , races,and in some cases we surpassedour expectations,"said
novice men's four an d open men's eight (rowers with one Co-Captain Laura Keally '94, a rower in the women's open
season or lessqualify for novice). The team faced schools like boat.
The regatta was not the only major event of the.weekend
Bates, Bowdoin, Clark; Boston College, and Amherst, along
with some ind ependen t organiza ti ons, including the River- for the crew team. The trustees voted this weekend to make
crew a varsity sport. Although the vote was almost a foreside boat club.
gone
conclusion, it did symbolize the last step of a long
The men's novice four had the best finish for Colby,
'

journey.
The team now deals with the growing pains from going
from a club sport t o the varsity level. The power has shifted ,
and the attitud e is changing.
"We now have to think and act differently as a varsity
sport," said Rogers. "The emphasis is no won racing, so that
we can rise to the varsity level."
Funding is the largest bonus of varsity status, but it will
take time for the increased support to bring Colby competi,
tiveness up to the level of other schools.
"Money becomesa big issue in making the transition to
the varsity level," said Keally. "To get all the equipment
updated it will take a couple of years, and this puts us at a
disadvantage."
The team will use next week's Head of the Connecticut
regatta as preparation for the Super Bowl of crew, t he Head
of the Charles. ?

